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JOIN US
The 2018 Overseas Council Australia Annual Dinner Series will be held from the 16th to the 27th of October.
This year we will be joined by Dr. K.K. Yeo, a leading educator and theologian
in a major research institute in Beijing. Dr. Yeo has extensive experience in the field of Christian education in China
and hearing from him will provide an insightful and rare opportunity to learn about the Church in China.
We hope that you will be able to join with us to hear from Dr. Yeo in your nearest major city.

PERTH TUESDAY 16TH OCTOBER
BRISBANE THURSDAY 18TH OCTOBER
CANBERRA FRIDAY 19TH OCTOBER*
MELBOURNE SATURDAY 20TH OCTOBER
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NEWCASTLE THURSDAY 25TH OCTOBER
CENTRAL COAST FRIDAY 26TH OCTOBER
SYDNEY SATURDAY 27TH OCTOBER
* This event will be a light supper.

FOR MORE INFO OR TO MAKE A BOOKING: P 1300 889 593 or E danni@overseascouncil.com.au

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK!
@overseascouncilaustralia
SUBSCRIBE TO OUR FEED
ON PRAYERMATE!
praynow4.org/overseascouncil

COVER Rev Canon Dr Alfred Sebahene,
St. John's University of Tanzania and OCA
guest in March 2018
LEFT Dr K.K. Yeo
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MYANMAR,

VIETNAM
CAMBODIA
FEBRUARY 2019

13TH TO 28TH FEBRUARY 2019
COST TBA.
CONTACT OCA FOR MORE INFORMATION.
This Connection Tour is a great opportunity to understand
more about the ministry of OCA by visiting three partner
colleges in South East Asia.
Travel with Stuart Brooking to Myanmar, Cambodia and
Vietnam.
We will visit Myanmar Evangelical Theological School, where
Stuart is the guest speaker at the graduation ceremony. You
will participate in the joy of the ceremony and celebration. In
Myanmar, we'll visit the grand Shwedagon Temple and learn
more about how Buddhist religion impacts the lives of the
people. We'll visit the beautiful Inlay Lake and see the people
who live 'over the lake'.
In Cambodia we'll visit Phnom Penh Bible School and also
travel up to Angkor Wat, the massive ancient kingdom's
temple complex.
We'll visit our new partner college Hanoi Bible College, and
discover a country opening up to Christianity after decades of
closure. Ha Long Bay is the key tourist spot and we'll enjoy a
boat cruise taking in the unique scenery.
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A Connection Tour is a unique way to discover the life of
God's people and the training of leaders for the church and
its mission. We travel in a small group and enjoy Christian
fellowship with each other, the college leaders and students
as we visit.
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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
I recently read a prayer request from Christian Leaders’ Training College in PNG where they asked for guidance as
they wrote part of a new curriculum for PNG’s 67,000 teachers. They were asked to focus on both the content for
the students but also for the spiritual growth of the teachers themselves.
An example like this shows how far PNG’s political landscape is from what we are used to in Australia. It is even
further from where most of our partner colleges find themselves. This edition of Prayer Alert introduces us to
issues that we may rarely give thought to, but provide excellent groundwork for our prayers. I hope the articles by
our partners excites you for prayer.

THANK YOU

DAVID CONNELL
David joined OCA from Telstra in July 2007 and has
completed eleven years as the Operations Manager.
Our income was just over $1 million when he started
and so in his time David has overseen a doubling
of the activities in the office. On top of the all the
regular work, in more recent years he was worked
with Philippa Blomfield to introduce numerous
innovations in our systems. These efforts have
improved how we care for our partner colleges and
our supporters.
We’re grateful to God for David’s service and we wish
him all the best in his retirement with Helen, his
children and grandchildren.
Mark Payne has taken over many of David’s tasks and
manages our finances and processes as the Head of
Operations. You can contact Mark at
mark@overseascouncil.com.au

It has been an incredible joy for me
to have worked at OCA for the last
11 years. I have thoroughly enjoyed
working with the staff and board
members who are very passionate in
providing a huge range of support to
our partner colleges. Those colleges
have grown in so many ways over the
years.
OCA has always looked to God to lead
the organisation and there has been
much prayer offered and answered,
and I pray that this will continue long
after I become a distant memory!!
I would particularly like to express my
appreciation to Stuart for his vision for
the work and for his patience with me
while I worked alongside him. It was
always a positive experience being a
support to him and the other OCA staff
members with whom I worked with
at different periods of time. I will miss
you all!
David Connell
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1st to 9th SEPTEMBER 2018

THANKSGIVING

PLEASE PRAY

James, Cephas and John, those esteemed as pillars … All they
asked was that we should continue to remember the poor,
the very thing I had been eager to do all along.
GAL 2:9-10
Paul’s explanation of his first decades of ministry
includes the injunction of the leaders in Jerusalem on
behalf of ‘the poor’. This was not a general concept i.e.
‘help poor people,’ but refers to the poor Christians of
Judea. It is a specific historical need, and reinforces
the links that Christians have in Christ. It also became
a fulfilment of the Old Testament promise that the
gentiles would bring their wealth into Jerusalem,
as acknowledgement of God’s salvation purposes
through the Jews.
OCA’s ministry, helping poorer believers to access
good training in leadership and biblical theology, is
two steps away from these verses – we support our
brothers and sisters who do not have the resources
that we do, but they are not in Judea, and the specific
apostolic ministry has passed. And yet, the mission
impetus, and the focus that money demonstrates
fellowship, links our work to that of the apostles.
(There are many other things too, we trust).
We are thankful to the Lord for his provision for the
people and projects we support.
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We thank you for the apostolic
band who faithfully ministered
in your name. Thank you for their
world-wide vision given to them
by Christ. Thank you that we can
share in the ministry of building
your church around the world.

Over the past year we raised just over $1.92 million
dollars. This was the second highest contribution of
cash donations to the ministry.
In the last quarter we received just under $1
million in donations.
Sponsorships – Over the past year we received
$228,000 in donations for sponsorships, which
supports the studies of around 200 students at our
partner colleges.
Faculty Study Grants assist to lift the quality of the
teaching in our partner colleges. We received $62,000
of which $43,000 was given to Pasifika Faculty MTh.
This important project is reshaping the standard of
theological competence in PNG and more recently
including faculty members from the other Pacific
nations.
Educational infrastructure – We received
$685,000 towards 26 different projects in the quarter.
Over $70,000 was for the ‘sister programs’ in Kuala
Lumpur and Egypt, to train leaders of Christian
missions and ministries in theological leadership and
best practice. We received $43,000 towards Pakistan’s
first MTh program, delivered by our partner,
Zarephath Bible Seminary.
We are grateful for these signs of God’s work in our
supporters’ lives and for the opportunity it provides
for so many of our ‘poorer brothers and sisters’
learning how to lead the church.
One recently completed project was the extension to the
women’s dorm at Madras Theological College and Seminary in
India. The extension doubled the number who can study to 24.
A special service was held in the college quadrangle to mark
the occasion.

Student from Lanka Bible College, Sri Lanka
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PLEASE PRAY

CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE

JOHN ANDERSON OA

TRUE FREEDOM
Beliefs shape values, and values in turn drive ethics
and behaviour.
This is true of all belief systems, both religious and
non-religious. To the extent that any one set of beliefs
gains influence in a culture, that culture will come
to reflect those beliefs as they shape attitudes and
behaviour.
It is currently fashionable in the West to insist that
religion should be strictly private, and that it should
play no part in the public square. Rather, it is claimed,
the secular state should be seen as our guarantor of
freedom from the problem that "religion poisons
everything", as the atheist writer Christopher Hitchens
put it.
God is now so widely mocked and ridiculed in societies
like ours that followers of Jesus feel marginalised and
silenced.
This amounts to a serious denigration of our cultural
roots, and it can only thrive in the almost total
absence of any proper understanding of our history.
Churchill wrote in 1933 that any society that failed to
pass on to its children the story of its religion and its
heroes was in effect saying that its history is null and
void, and that this leaves its children without a sense
of direction and purpose. They are then open to Marx's
dictum that a people deprived of their history is easily
persuaded. That feels eerily like our modern society.
In fact, the Bible - so often the real target of modern
aggressive secularists - is powerful and trustworthy
history, and reveals the very truths that set people
free from enslavement of all kinds.
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When the Bible has been understood and acted upon,
lives have been transformed by the renewing of

minds. Furthermore, men and women who have been
renewed have then in turn transformed societies in a
way that I believe points clearly towards the very real
transformational power of belief in Christ.
Resistance to real, as opposed to nominal, Christianity
is hardly new. No less a figure than Lord Melbourne,
a past Prime Minister of Great Britain, disdained the
Bible-believing Christians who were opposing slavery
in hateful terms, spitting that 'things had come to a
pretty pass' when religion was taken seriously. His
views are seen as ridiculous when one considers that
he was denigrating those Christian giants like William
Wilberforce, whose extraordinary legacy includes the
greatest human rights victory of all times, the ending
of the African slave trade by the superpower of the
day, England. The impact down through the last two
hundred years has been extraordinary. Even though
we know that there are still people caught in the evil
of slavery today, it should be remembered that, as the
secular historian Adam Hoschild wrote in Bury The
Chains, at the time the English Christians began their
campaign fully three quarters of the world's people
were serfs or slaves with no personal, economic, or
political freedom.

10th to 16th SEPTEMBER 2018

Lord of freedom, we thank you that your gospel has the power to transform and free peoples, societies and
cultures. We pray that you would use your servants in Australia and in nations all over the world to speak your
good governance into their communities, that the freedom found in you would be experienced by many. Amen.
I deeply believe that this reflects the transforming
effects of Christianity. As our longest-serving Prime
Minister, Menzies, noted our democratic freedoms
depend upon the extraordinary Christian belief that
all souls are equal in the sight of heaven. The rule of
law, the vote, and decent social safety nets all attest
to our Christian-derived belief that each of us under
God has worth and dignity.
None of this suits the modern narrative. But the truth
is surely that the God of the Bible in fact provides

clear signs down through the ages and still today,
for all those who seek as to where freedom really is
to be found. In John's Gospel, the book of signs, Jesus
himself calls us to freedom - the freedom that truly
liberates. In Chapter 5 v34, he assures us that whoever
commits sin is a slave of sin, but in the next verse he
tells us that if we are freed in him we are truly free.
At OCA we believe in freedom - and we are committed
to its advancement everywhere!

Indeed, the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, when
charged by its Communist and atheistic masters to
study the success and freedom of the West, reported
that it wasn't the bigger guns, nor capitalism,
nor democracy, but in fact Christianity that was
responsible.
No, the West has not been, and is not, perfect, but it
has written a better book of freedom for people than
any other culture down through the ages.
John and Julia Anderson at their farm.
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17th to 23rd SEPTEMBER 2018

A REFLECTION ON "FOR IT IS
NOT AN AUTHORITY UNLESS
FROM GOD" (ROM 13:1)
Let every person be subject to the governing authorities; for there is no
authority except from God, and those authorities that exist have been
instituted by God.
(Rom 13:1, NRSV)

Chinese Christians live in a harsh reality similar to
that of Christians in the first century Roman Empire.
Christians in China at times know the suppression
of believers, burning of crosses, and demotion of
churches. Is Paul teaching Christians in the first
century and now to “be subject to the governing
authorities” and giving the reason that “for there is no
authority except from God” (Rom 13:1, NRSV)?
Paul’s teaching in Romans 13 is probably more
complex than meets the eye. His nuancing of Christian
behaviour calls for another look at this text. Firstly, if
the word “subject” is taken as a middle voice, then Paul
is more likely to suggest to the Roman Christians that
they “subject themselves to the governing authorities”
(13:1a), thus reminding them that it is not a passive
submission but a voluntary involvement in the
process of bringing about change to the political life
of a country. And Paul in Romans 13 indeed models
for them how to do theological reflection on politics,
rather than simply passively submitting or alienating
themselves from public life.
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Secondly, “For there is no authority except from God”
(13:1b) suggests that all authorities are ordained by
God. Though “evil” government could be better than
anarchy, yet it is possible to translate the clause wordfor-word as “it is not an authority if [it is] not from

God”, i.e., “unless from God”. In other words, there may
be some governing authorities that are not ‘ordained’
by God.
This leads us to the next question. How do we know
if governing authorities are from God or not? Paul is
not concerned about whether a government itself or
the head of state is Christian or not. What matters to
Paul is the way the government or the head of state
acts in accordance to the following principles, as Paul
expounds:
a) “Rulers do not hold terror to good conduct, but to
bad.” (13:3-4)
b) They approve the good-doers and they punish the
evil-doers; but not the other way round.
c) They are “deacons” (v. 4, used twice!) of God for the
common good of a nation, even though the Roman
Empire has its origin/foundation in the worship of
Jupiter.

Roman Christians to analyse politics theologically, and
therefore expecting them to involve themselves in the
nation building project.
Christians in China have long had a divided response
to the Chinese government. Three-self Churches
seek to work with the government in the matter of
social welfare but not in Christian belief—though
the latter is getting more and more challenging
as the government is centralizing its control on all
aspects of national and personal lives. Members of
the house church movement have for a long time

been distancing themselves from politics, seeing
their devotion is to Christ and Christ alone, but also
acknowledging that their good Christian behaviour
will be best for the nation.
Do pray for Christians in China that they will continue
to “render to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and to
God the things that are God’s” (Matt 22:21)—which
of course is testing the limits of our wisdom. Do pray
for Chinese Christianity as it embarks on the Research
and Development of Biblical interpretation, for the
glory of God.

PLEASE PRAY
King of all kings, we praise you for your
ultimate authority over all governments and
leaders. We pray for our leaders and those
who are in positions of power. We ask that you
would be growing wisdom in them, and that
you would be teaching your people to respond
to and engage with their governments and
politics in a way that is glorifying to you and
speaks your truth into our world. Amen.

d) They are “liturgist” (13:6) of God because they use
the collected taxes for the good of the citizens, rather
than for their own concentration of power, greed, and
bringing harm to the citizens.
Unfortunately, the two words “deacon” and “liturgist”
are translated in English as “servant”, thus losing
the potent meaning of Paul’s intentionally wanting
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24th to 30th SEPTEMBER 2018

POLITICS AND FAITH
IN A FRACTURED WORLD

By Rev Dr C.K. Hrang Tiam, Principal, Myanmar Evangelical Graduate School of Theology
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Politics, according to the Oxford Dictionary, is “the
activities associated with the governance of a country
or area, especially the debate between parties having
power, the activities aimed at improving someone's
status or increasing power within an organization.”
Faith here means Christian faith in general. So, when
we talk about the relationship between politics
and faith, we are reflecting on what our religious
commitments have to do with the governance of the
nation state.
It is sad that many ordinary people in Myanmar do
not know what true politics is, because those who
were born after the 1960s know only the military
government that ruled until 2015. Politics as
experienced by the common people was horrible,
involving corruption, forced labour, the killing
of innocent people, abuse and rape of women,
imprisonment of the poor who could not bribe
the judges, child exploitation, human trafficking,
smuggling illegal drugs, racial and religious
discrimination, selfishness, dictatorship or totalitarian
leadership, and the shedding of innocent blood.
Politics in Myanmar reminds us of what Boersma
terms “politics and faith in a fractured world.” One
unnamed pastor jokingly said, “The whole country of
Myanmar was in prison, worse than Hell.” During the
military rule, those who lived abroad joked, “If you
want to have a bad day, think about Myanmar.”
For that reason, the freedom fighter of our nation
Aung San Suu Kyi wrote a book, entitled, Freedom
from Fear, because she knew that the people’s main
problem was fear of the military regime.
It is also sad that, knowingly or unknowingly, politics
has had a very deep influence on the believing
community. For example, if a nation has a corrupt
government, the community of faith in that country

may also be more or less corrupt. If the political
leadership of a nation is dictatorship, the leadership
of the community faith of that nation can also suffer
from dictatorial leadership.
Actually, the so called 'foundership' style of Christian
leadership and many so-called private ministries in
Myanmar are a duplication of private military owned
enterprises. Often a country’s leadership style is
mirrored in the leadership of the community of faith
of a nation.
During that period of great restriction and oppression,
God enabled the churches to survive by giving them
courage, wisdom, and strong faith. The Lord blessed
the ministry of the Word, and many unbelievers
were healed through the prayers of ordinary faithful
believers, which caused conversion growth.
Though many people fled to other countries, many
faithful servants remained in the country and have
continued to witness and serve the churches. Many
young people have been trained at Bible Colleges and
are involved in ministries as missionaries, evangelists,
pastors, teachers at Bible Colleges, and ministering to
children.
During this difficult period, Christians never publicly
protested against the military government, knowing
that they were the target of attack and even
persecution, but they continued to worship and
prayed that God would raise up godly leaders for the
nation, leaders who genuinely loved the people.
In answer to many believers’ prayers, God has
transformed Myanmar’s politics beyond anyone’s
expectations. God has heard the cry of His people and
saw the oppression and discrimination they suffered.
However, although the Myanmar political situation is
improving and the people enjoy more freedom, the
political landscape is not like the freedom enjoyed in

Western countries. Myanmar democracy is not wholly
democratic. When State Counsellor Aung San Suu Kyi
was asked if she has difficulty balancing the actual
situation in Rakhine and the power of the military,
she admitted that “the elected government cannot
direct military operations, and we are not a wholly
democratic society yet because our constitution is not
wholly democratic.”
In light of this, churches in Myanmar must look ahead
for ways to advance the Gospel during this period
because we do not know how long this political
freedom will last: it could be a short or long period.
Every genuine believer and missional church must
keep in mind that “our freedom must be used for
advancing the Gospel” because the freedom we have
is a freedom given to us as a gift from God.
Christians in Myanmar believe that God, in answer
to their prayer, has brought positive change in the
country. They praise God and celebrate the freedom
that God has given them. They also support the
current democratic government that has forgiven
the atrocities perpetuated by the military for the
sake of the people. Though the gap between Church
and State is great, Christians now want to protect our
young democracy by getting involved in politics. They
want to bring long lasting freedom, convicted that
Christian commitments lead to a more wholesome
social structure than anything else that has been on
offer in the past. They are assured that the healing of
our fractured society depends on the “new humanity,”
in Jesus Christ. Even at Bible Colleges, young people
are encouraged to get involved, directly or indirectly,
to build the nation, because the Bible exhorts us to
obey good government (Rom. 13:1, Titus 3:1). At Bible
Colleges, we pray for our national leaders so that they
may fear God and love the people (1 Tim. 2:1-3).
There is a concern that when there is more freedom
in the country and when young people have the
opportunity to work in other countries, fewer people
will come to Bible Colleges to be trained for ministry.
Yet God is a God of miracles and He has many young
people who have a heart for His mission. More are now
pouring into Bible Colleges to be trained and equipped
for the ministry of the Gospel. We earnestly pray that
the Church in Myanmar will be like the black church

which has long been the main cultural, political, and
social institution in the black community. It should
not be just the spiritual, but also the political, center.
Even though it is very challenging to pray for military
leaders against whom we have struggled in the past,
Christians are praying that God will give them the fear
of the Lord in their hearts (1 Tim. 2:1-3), along with
“direction, discernment, and wisdom,” so that there
will be long lasting peace and freedom to advance the
Gospel.
With the great idea of Barack Obama who called for
“inter-faith service” Christians pray that there will be
peace and understanding among religious groups.
They are willing to take the initiative to dialogue with
other religions for the sake of peace. They are willing
to engage in politics in the spirit of Jesus, and start
with prayer and godly living to influence unbelievers.
They do it because they know very well that politics
has failed to solve the biggest issues in our nation and
across the world, and that God must intervene and be
with them to achieve great things for our nation.
PLEASE PRAY
Father, we bring before you the people of Myanmar,
who for many years suffered under military regime.
We ask that you would continue to bring healing to
Myanmar. We praise you Lord for hearing the prayers
of your people and bringing change to Myanmar.
We ask that it would not be the sinful leadership of
the world that informs our Christian communities
but that it would be your perfect leadership which
directs and shapes how we as your people interact
with the world around us. Amen.
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1st to 7th OCTOBER 2018

protesters along Jogoo Road.

THE IMPACT OF POLITICS ON
THEOLOGICAL COLLEGES IN KENYA:
A Reflection From Carlile College

By Rev Walter Omudokolo, Biblical studies tutor, Carlile College, Church Army Africa, Kenya
This reflection explores the nature of politics in Kenya,
and reviews how politics has influenced theological
education and practice in both the theological
training colleges and in the church. There are many
theological colleges in Kenya and this reflection tries
to trace Kenyan problematic politics of the years 2007
and 2017 respectively. Carlile College – Church Army
Africa, is located in the Eastland areas of the Kenyan
capital Central Business District. It is along the busy
Jogoo Road, opposite one of the famous Anglican
Cathedrals in Kenya, the St. Stephen’s Cathedral of the
Anglican diocese of Nairobi..

NATURE OF KENYAN POLITICS: AN
ANALYSIS FROM THE SOCIO-ECONOMICAL
AND RELIGIOUS POINTS
The politics of 2007 and 2017 were marked with
bloodshed and ethnic profiling in regard to political
affiliation. More than 1,300 Kenyans lost their lives
and another 350,000 were forcefully evicted from
their homes in 2007 post-election violence. About
300 others lost their lives during the 2017 general
election and another election that happened after the
nullification of the presidential result by the Kenyan
supreme court. The late Kenyan Anglican Bishop Henry
Okullu once noted that the party, rather than the state,
becomes the popular agent for promoting a national
identity (Okullu, 1987:73). The reality of having
politics without tribal inclination is a cancer in Kenyan
political practice today.
Kenya is considered the country with the largest
economy in East and Central Africa and has a high GDP
compared with her neighbours Uganda and Tanzania.
There is significant economic growth despite the
15 tough times of shilling upgradation. Corruption is at its

peak as a number of government agencies have been
implicated in financial misappropriation, through
the payment of tenders whose products and services
have not yet been delivered. Billions of shillings from
the exchequer have been lost. This is in a country that
enjoys a religious distribution of 78 percent Christian,
about 10 percent Muslim and 12 percent African
Traditional Religions.

LACK OF GOODWILL FROM STATE
Politics in Kenya seem to be the controlling agent
of nearly all spheres of life including theological
institutions. Theological institutions remit taxes to
the government and yet, in as much as the ministry of
education considers giving grants to students pursuing
diploma and certificates to some colleges, theological
colleges are yet to receive any direct financial support
from the state. They are supported solely by student
fees and by donations. The state has a mandate

to distribute funds to all institutions that provide
programmes that have been validated by the ministry
of education through the supervision of the curriculum
development authorities in the country. Carlile College
programmes are indeed duly certified.
This reflection focused on the state of Carlile College in
its capacity as a leading theological college in Kenya.
It offers a variety of courses relevant in the ministry of
the church today. The state, for its part, needs to treat
theological colleges as important institutions that
prepare servants not only for serving God but also for
the people in the society.

EFFECTS OF POLITICS ON CARLILE
COLLEGE
From its geographical location along the busy Jogoo
Road that has historic attribution to ‘a road that
leads to Kamukunji’, Carlile College has experienced a
number of challenges. Kamukunji Ground comes into
this reflection as a political historical position, where
the multi-party democracy hatched its major political
aspirations and decisions that culminated in the birth
of multi-political societies in Kenya. The ‘Kamukunji
Saba Saba’ is translated to mean that the meetings
held every seventh day of July are usually preceded by
demonstrations by the masses.

LEARNING INTERRUPTION
Jogoo Road serves as the main road connecting the
Eastern part of the Nairobi estates, where a majority
of the low earning citizens live. Whenever there is
a political issue that leads to people protesting, the
Carlile College gate has to be closed and day-class
students are barred from entering the facility. Being
an institution that has many evening programs, the
college often suffers from political activism. Because
students come from countries across East and Central
Africa, they are thrown into panic, especially when
there are running battles between the police and

PLEASE PRAY
Heavenly Father we bring your church in Kenya before
you. Thank you for Carlile College and the work that they
do, training up leaders for your church. We thank you
for the strategic geographical location that the college
has and the opportunity that this gives for them to be a
visible presence to many who pass their gates. We pray
that Carlile College would be a beacon of peace for you
in the volatile political situation of Kenya. Amen.
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8th to 14th OCTOBER 2018

TEACH THE BIBLE, ENGAGE IN
THE PUBLIC SQUARE, IMPACT
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS

Our Unique Style of Making the Manifold Wisdom of God Known
By Rev Canon Dr Alfred Sebahene, PhD, School of Theology and Religious Studies, St. John’s University of Tanzania
Some people around us marvel at why, as a School of
Theology and Religious Studies, we do not only focus
on teaching the Bible and theology and preparing
men and women for ministry, but are also engaged
in the public square and impacting politics and the
government.
Our answer to them has always been simple and
modest: we do not want to mishandle the word of God
by holding on to the dualistic theology of a sacredsecular divide. We want our students and people to
know that there should be no dualism that would
restrict our faith to the realm of the spiritual, nor a
distinction between the spiritual and the material
areas of life.
For us theology and the Bible not only help in the
public discourse of Christian faith, but are also the
necessary pillars for the guidance of individual
souls, our societies, and the nations at large. We take
theology seriously and make use of it in our school
and University’s daily life. Therefore, the heart of
our message and teaching, in and outside class, is
to insist that it is the justice of God which effects
transformation.
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So engagement in the public square is a theological
duty we are called to perform. God wants us, through
Bible teaching and service to the community, to restore
our peoples’ hope and dignity. This we continue
to do by keeping the state and its representatives
accountable to basic principles of good governance

and democracy. This is why our voice can be heard and
seen through newspaper articles, radio and television
interviews, as well as dialogue and advocacy meetings,
to mention a few.

Newcastle and Perth, to strengthen our partnership
and learn about OCA work - I was encouraged to meet
many OCA supporters. You are incredible. My hope is
this: you will do even more (Philemon 1:21).

We also want to grab the available opportunity. The
opportunity is this: unlike many African governments,
the government of Tanzania acknowledges the role
of faith and spirituality in moral regeneration. This
attitude and the invitation to participate in the
building of the nation has always been extended
by the government to churches and other religious
institutions by all heads of states since Independence
in 1961.

Knowing the magnitude of the task ahead of us all,
as we serve through theological education, it is my
prayer and hope that more supporters will join this
partnership. Together we are meant to make the
manifold wisdom of God known (Ephesians 3:10), here
in Tanzania and indeed in Africa, where we live in the
midst of the everyday realities of phenomenal growth
of the Christian church. Let us, in partnership and
for the glory of God, keep the incredible momentum
going.

As a school, university and indeed as Christians, we are
vigilantly championing the values we say we believe.
So it is no wonder that, with meagre resources, we
have been courageous enough to establish, and are
now running, a new department of corruption studies.
This is a strategic vehicle for an authentic Christian
witness in Tanzania and beyond, a place of advisory
work, research and education, and a channel for
effective and meaningful community engagement.
But all these efforts cannot easily be achieved unless
we have sufficient, competently trained Bible and
theology teachers and church leaders. It is a great
joy to have Overseas Council Australia faithfully
accompanying us in this noble ministry.
Delightfully, during my recent three week visit to
Australia - from Melbourne to Canberra, Sydney,

PLEASE PRAY
Lord we praise you for the many
opportunities you have given St John’s
University to have their voice heard so
publicly through newspapers, radio and
television in Tanzania. We praise you that
the university has chosen to grasp these
opportunities and is faithfully proclaiming
your truth into the government and other
institutions in the country. We pray that you
would continue to bless them with these
opportunities and more. In your all-powerful
name, Amen.
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15th to 21st OCTOBER 2018

ENGAGING OUR FAITH IN POLITICS
By Dr. Samuel George, Professor of Christian Theology, Allahabad Bible Seminary.*
‘Development’ and ‘Good governance’ are the two
buzz words that have tilted the equation for a Rightist
surge in India. These are early days to pass judgment
on the Rightist alliance that the country has voted for,
however, recent hate mongering against minorities by
right-wing groups are early concerns of a right-wing
tilt of the Indian electorate.
Right-wing rule would want society and social
interactions structured in ways that increase
uniformity and minimize diversity. ‘Difference’ has
limited place in the grand scheme of such a position.
Adherents tend to be in favour of social control,
coercion, and the use of group authority to place
constraints on the behaviours of people such as
political dissidents and ethnic minorities.
These constraints might include restrictions on
immigration, limits on free speech and association,
and laws regulating moral behaviour. These
restrictions are conveniently called ‘good governance’
and they are held to be important for ‘development.’
Right-wing rule is characterized by obedience
to authority, moral absolutism, racial and ethnic
prejudice, and intolerance and punitiveness towards
dissidents and deviants. They value obedience,
neatness, and good manners.
The current political scenario in India demands a
biblical/theological response from the theological
fraternity in India. Mixing of religion and politics
is a thorny issue in the present context. There are
differing views about this ‘mixing’. Some would argue
that both these realms are exclusive so there should
not be any interaction. Some would prefer a ‘limited’
interaction. However, the question arises about how
we measure this ‘limit’. Others would argue that there
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should be a ‘give and take’ policy. When living in the
multi-religious-lingual-cultural Indian context, this
becomes a challenging question for our existence.
Multiplicity is a lived reality of India. In recent times,
we have seen a ‘soft-peddling’ of religion and politics
in Turkey and India, one with a nationalistic-Islamic
positioning and the other a nationalistic-Hindu
stance. Recep Tayyip Erdoğan in Turkey and Narendra
Modi in India are two proponents of this ‘mixing’. In
both the contexts, religion is hidden behind the garb
of nationalism.
The recent jingoistic pitch for nationalism in both
nations is a severe reminder of what happened
during the time of World War II in the axis powers of
Germany-Italy-Japan. Religion and politics cannot be
done away with as long as human beings continue
to exist. However, mutual respect of the ‘other’ and
coexistence in multi-religious-ethnic-cultural context
is the way forward. As Christians, we turn to the Bible
for guidance and reflection on such matters of our
existential realities.
Middle-Age theologian Anselm said, Christian
theology is “faith seeking understanding.” In the
present Indian context, it means Christians making
sense in the lived realities of our local context, which
currently is a terrible mix of religion and politics. In
the midst of extremely volatile (sometimes extremely
dangerous for the minorities) political climate, how
do we relate our Christian faith to these realities? Do
we remain silent? Should we engage with them?
What are the alternative ways we have to live and
practice our faith in such a context? What does the
Bible teach us? Let me offer the following suggestions:

Engagement as Theologising
Christians are often pictured as non-participants,
prayer warriors, fence-sitters, and silent onlookers
to the issues facing the world. Jim Reeves’ famous
song sums us our attitude towards the world: “This
world is not my home. I'm just a-passing through. My
treasures are laid up somewhere beyond the blue.”

removed the centre (of spirituality/religiosity)
outside the temple. His ministry was with
those who lived ‘outside’. At the last “he suffered
outside the gate” (Heb. 13:12).
2.

Engagement demands that we all ‘come’ to a
roundtable. At the round-table no one is bigger/
holier/more righteous/better/more religious
than anyone else. We all become equals. Such
engagement demands Christ-like humility from
us: “Whoever is not against us is for us” (Mark
9:40). Will we be humble enough to engage
with those who are not from my/our ‘CAMP’?
Jesus did it and he calls us to follow and engage
with the people and issues facing this world.

3.

Engagement demands our lives. It calls us to a
Costly Discipleship (Dietrich Bonhoeffer). It calls
us to be “Faithful unto death” (Rev. 2:10). It calls
us to be martyrs (witnesses).

Engagement is not in our nature. To scores of people,
the church not only holds the moral centre but also
occupies a position of power and influence to inform
our lives. Unfortunately, if holding on to the core of
our beliefs is the goal, then the future of Christianity is
losing its sheen. We need to ENGAGE!
Engagement means: Commitment, Trust,
Participation, Contact, and involves a Pledge.
1.

Engagement demands that we move from the
‘centre’. We need to make a conscious decision
of moving to the ‘periphery’. Jesus moved and

PLEASE PRAY
Lord you are the perfect leader and you
set the perfect example of engaging
with leadership on Earth. We ask that
you would teach us to engage well with
our governments and leaders, so that
you can use us to be actively involved
with our communities and broader
societies. We pray that you would lead
your humble servants across India to
positions where they can be influencers
and change-agents for you. Amen.
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22nd to 28th OCTOBER 2018

OUR COLLEGE AND THE ISSUE
OF POLITICS IN SRI-LANKA
By Dr. Danny Moses , Director, Lanka Bible College Centre for Graduate Studies
If you were to visit our college in Dehiwala, Colombo,
thanks to some of our major partners OCA and OCNZ you
would see a compact five storey cream coloured building
but with no name board! The reason for this is that
during the initial stages of the purchase of the property
and its construction we have had stiff opposition from
our neighbours and some religious authorities. This was
due to the erroneous view that we were building a place
for the propagation of ‘foreign religion’ of a Western
type - a perspective not uncommon among a certain
sector of society.
The colonial past of Sri-Lanka is viewed as a period
of ‘foreign invasion’ that promoted the propagation
of Christianity in its various shades and types, e.g.
Roman Catholicism by the Portuguese (1505-1658),
Protestantism of Dutch variety (1658-1796) and of the
English (1796-1948), supplemented by the American
influence in the North (during the British Raj) and more
recently its modern contemporary – all in Sri-Lankan
eyes, non-traditional manifestations. The colonial era
is viewed as a period of dilution of our cultural and
religious context - be it Buddhist or Hindu and less so
Muslim. Hence there were protest marches opposing
the building of our college and from the start we have
faced religious misunderstanding. Putting up a sign
board with our name on it would be to invite trouble
and so we have not done so for the past ten years, at
times an irritant to a visitor in terms of locating our
premises. Nevertheless, inside it is business as usual,
with now over 280 students every week attending our
non-residential college.
Religion and politics are inseparable in our part of the
world, with the clergy exerting considerable influence
on citizens and the government alike. One needs to
21 learn to live with this, and yet at times, primarily due

to ignorance and the fear of assimilation, Bible Colleges
and churches have been looked at with suspicion as
promoting un-cultural and alien trends which destroy
the local environment. But it is quite evident that
Christian and Catholic schools have made a lasting
contribution to Sri-Lankan society and continue to
do so. Given these factors, it is important that Bible
colleges such as ours need to encourage students
to be conscious of their civic responsibilities, be law
abiding citizens, for as Paul states magistrates are ‘God’s
ministers’ and ‘are not a terror to good works, but to the
evil’ (Rom 13.1-7 also cf. 1 Peter 2.13-17). We need to
meet our obligations, i.e. ‘render to Caesar the things
that are Caesar’s, and to God the things that are God’s’
(Mk 12.17) but when decrees conflict those of God’s
‘we ought to obey God rather than men’ (Acts 5.29).
Nevertheless, as F. F. Bruce puts it ‘Christians will voice
their “No” to Caesar’s unauthorized demands the more
effectively if they have shown themselves ready to say
“Yes” to all his authorized demands’.
Another issue that we have faced is obtaining building
permits from local authorities, who in their view of
things seek a ‘tip’ – something that is sort of accepted
in our society. Seeking the goodwill and help of local
politicians and parliamentarians is a done thing in our
society though not every such person is corrupt. But
drawing a line between a ‘tip’ and what amounts to
a ‘bribe’ is not always easy! We however, were able to
build without giving such a ‘tip’.
We as a college are very much into producing church
planters in urban and rural settings, along with training
pastors, Christian educators and writers. Consequently,
our pastors-in-training and church planters have
faced opposition and harassment due to ignorance
and wrong perceptions of people, but they soldier on

amid opposition. As a College we support the effort
of organisations such as the National Council of the
Evangelical Alliance of Sri-Lanka who highlight issues of
persecution and campaign for justice. Though freedom
of religion is ingrained in our constitution, issues such
as conversion through inducements and coercion has
been interpreted variously. Given that a good 90% of
our students are converts who inevitably have faced
opposition, the college is very much alive to such issues.
The North of the country, for example, is emerging from
30 years of war and since the college has extension
centres in these regions we are directly confronted
by issues such as lack of education – Biblical and

otherwise - unemployment, the plight of war widows,
and invariably the role of politics and governance in
these regions. In these sensitive areas one needs to
tread cautiously and yet we seek every opportunity to
take quality theological education to the students who
cannot come to us.
So politics is a sensitive topic in Sri-Lanka, and
consequently the issue of the Christian and the state
affects every part our lives. Yes, we do show our
national allegiance by celebrating Independence Day
and proudly hoisting our national flag at our college,
but we also recognise that which Isaiah prophesied
“the government will be upon his shoulder” (9.6) is now
fulfilled in Jesus (Eph 1.20-23).

PLEASE PRAY
Lord we thank you that despite resistance in
Sri Lanka to the work of Lanka Bible College
and Graduate Centre that hundreds of men
and women are being trained for Christian
service. We pray that you would be with the
leadership of the college as they meet with
many challenges such as obtaining building
permits, and achieving day-to-day progress
without paying bribes. We thank you for
the faithful way the leadership seeks your
guidance in these issues and we thank you
for the wonderful example that is set by their
response to opposition.
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29th OCTOBER to 11th NOVEMBER 2018

THE CHALLENGING POLITICAL
SCENARIO IN PAKISTAN AND
THE ROLE OF A SEMINARY
By Ashkenaz Asif Khan, Principal Emeritus, Zarephath Bible Seminary
Pakistan inherited its political institutions from the
British rule which lasted for more than one hundred
years. In 1947, the British Indian Empire was divided
into two independent countries, Pakistan and India;
Pakistan being comprised of Eastern and Western
wings separated by one thousand miles. East Pakistan
was smaller in size but slightly larger in population.
Pakistan ranked as the largest Muslim majority
country in the world. East Pakistan, with the help of
India, seceded in 1971 and became an Independent
country, known as Bangladesh after a bloody war in
which West Pakistan suffered a humiliating defeat.
Almost half of Pakistan’s 70 years existence was under
military dictatorship alternating with parliamentary
political rule. The political rule has been disruptive
and chaotic because of various fault lines in the society
which show up during the elections. These fault lines
have their roots in ethnic, social, linguistic, sectarian
and religious divides. People get emotional about their
identities and take it as a matter of honour, instead
of campaigning for national issues such as social
harmony, education and health. Perhaps the most
determining factors of Pakistani politics are the feudal
system and hereditary political leaders.
The constitution allows multiple political parties to
contest national and provincial assemblies. There is an
upper house also whose members are indirectly elected
by the lower house and five provincial assemblies.
For westerners, the modern style democracy is a
product of hundreds of years struggle and universal
23 education for its people in any western democratic

country. This formative era for preparing the people
is absent in Pakistan’s democratic dispensation. Thus
modern democratic values clash with social ethos,
and fault lines help the political candidates to run the
campaigns in a certain way. The majority of people
are un-educated and are unable to learn much about
democracy’s history and values. They cannot read, so
each candidate has an election symbol such as a car,
cup, pen, tree, lion, book, chair etc. The candidates
ask people to “vote for the tree”, or “put the stamp
on the book”. The campaign can get violent due to
the fault lines. People get killed. The party which can
muster the majority in the national assembly forms
the government for five years. The prime minister is
the head of the government who chooses a cabinet
of federal ministers. The head of the provincial
assemblies is the chief minister of the province. The
social contract for 200 million in Pakistan is still in
limbo, the manifestos of political parties are mostly
hollow slogans, and the new government sees its main
job as paying the debt by borrowing more money! The
promises in the manifesto turn into tatters.
The minorities are placed in the lowest social rung
and find themselves in a confusing political scenario.
The Hindu and Christian minority are equally divided,
comprising about 3 to 4% of the population of 200
million. Hindus are at a political advantage because
of their consolidated geographical precincts. They
can “negotiate” with a Muslim candidate for their
community’s demands and help him win against
another Muslim candidate. In some areas they have

enough electoral "vote bank" that they can field their
own candidate and negotiate with the ruling party
after the win, and may get a post in the government
cabinet. Most Hindu voters are rural and reside in the
Sindh province.
On the other hand, Christian voters are mixed, urban
and rural. Largely, they are scattered over the country
and their votes do not carry a collective weight to offer
a "vote bank" to a party. They themselves cannot run
a campaign for election because they have no clout in
the power corridors, nor do they have any feudal status
to expect loyalty from voters. In some urban areas,
and in some Christian villages in Punjab province,
they are in a better position to make deals, and can
make demands for addressing their issues from a
party and help a candidate win. However it is unlikely
that a Christian candidate can contest in an election
against a Muslim - firstly because of his inability to get
Muslim votes and secondly because of high financial
cost of election. If for any reason he or his party loses
the election, then he is of no use to the community.
Therefore Christians will usually vote for a Muslim
candidate who is likely to win, irrespective of his
manifesto or credentials. There is a saying in Urdu that,
“you cannot be unfriendly with the crocodile living in
the same water”. In a non- egalitarian society, people
look for a benefactor, even if it is a political leader.
In recent years, political candidates have started
coming to and contacting local pastors for their help to
introduce them to the congregation for votes. They are
sometimes in close competition in an urban setting,
where a number of independent candidates have the
potential to dent their "vote bank", and every vote
would matter. This is a good sign that Christian votes
are gaining value. But if the candidate loses, then the
Christian minority community in that area is siding
with that loser. The wining party mostly helps its party
members or voters.
There have been various experiments to bring
Christians and other minorities into mainstream

politics. In the early years, there were joint Muslim
and Christian elections. However, hardly any Christian
would contest an election. Then a new system was set
up in which a fixed number of seats were allocated
in the national (federal) and provisional assemblies.
Only Christian candidates would contest for these
seats, voted only by Christian voters. It was called
“separate electorate”. Many Christian leaders opposed
this system because it was very costly to campaign in
the whole country for a national seat and secondly,
this system compelled the minority to cut off from the
main stream politics.
Now a new system has been introduced which is
“selection”. Each wining party, according to the number
of seats won, is allocated a number of minority seats in
the national and provincial assembly. The Christian or
other minority members are nominated by the party
and made assembly members. The positive point is
that the Christian/minority membership (both male
and female) in the assemblies is guaranteed. But the
weak point is that these members are not elected by
the people. So there is the likelihood that they might
ignore the needs and concerns of their people. They
are not really owned by a constituency. As a result,
Christians are proposing to the government for the
double vote system, in which they can vote for the
Muslim candidate as well as for a Christian candidate.
So far this proposal has not been accepted. There
are limitations that the president (ceremonial head
of the state) and prime minister (chief executive of
the government) will always be a Muslim. Assembly
speakers, cabinet ministers, supreme court judges and
army chief posts can be held by Christians and other
minorities.
Our seminary students come from poor Christian
backgrounds. They have little experience of political
involvement. Traditionally the church has been
separate from politics, perhaps due to the values
adopted from the western missionaries. We do not
have a special course on political responsibility and
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engagement as a Church or community. However,
the government allows a fairly generous freedom for
religious activities and will allow limited public funds
for some projects. Seminaries can be established and
the government does not interfere with religious
affairs of any religion or sect. However a significant
segment of society has become religiously intolerant

in the past 30 years. Nevertheless, Zarephath Bible
Seminary (ZBS) offers opportunities for Muslim friends
and Islamic University students to come to ZBS and
use its resources for research and study. This is one
way to engage with the majority. We also encourage
our students (both male and female) to share the
Scriptures with Muslims in market places to let them
have a chance to read the Word of God.

FOR JUST $1 A DAY YOU CAN HELP TRAIN
A GRASSROOTS PASTOR WHO WILL BRING
THE GOSPEL TO THEIR NEIGHBOURS.
Many pastors and church planters in the developing world struggle to access the training they need. They have the
passion, but they need to learn how to minister effectively in Christ’s name.
You can assist by providing $365 which will cover the cost of a pastor or church planter to join a biblical training
course run by local Bible colleges tailor made for the needs of that context. These grassroots courses are currently
available in India, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Kenya, Southern Africa, Egypt, Tunisia, and South Sudan. In this program,
OCA will keep you updated on the particular course group you are supporting but not individual students.

PLEASE PRAY
God, you are Lord over all, you are the creator of
perfect order and peace. We ask that you would
reign in and over the messy political situation
in Pakistan. Thank you, Lord, for placing it on
the hearts of the leadership at ZBS to promote
engagement between Christians and Muslim
friends and Islamic university students. We pray
that these interactions would be moments of
grace and love. We pray that Christians might
gain a greater voice in Pakistani politics. Amen.
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PLEASE CONTACT LINDA ON 1300 889 593
“The church is a community of believers
demonstrating love to one another.”
A translation of the writing on the hand of a student from Arab Baptist Theological Seminary, Lebanon.
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12th to 25th NOVEMBER 2018

FAITH AND POLITICS

By Professor of Church History, Jordan Evangelical Theological Seminary

To begin to understand the interplay between faith and
politics in a Jordanian context, it is vital to see that in
Jordan, as in most other Muslim countries, Christian
churches and other institutions have certain defined
rights under the law. Most important of all, they can
have a presence that is thoroughly legal even though
the dominant religion is Islam.
Not only that, but in Jordan there are also a certain
number of seats in parliament allocated to Christians.
For a time, one of these seats was occupied by an
evangelical ex- general, who has been a good friend
to Jordan Evangelical Theological Seminary (JETS).
Typically, a Jordanian cabinet will contain a couple of
Christians. In relation to their numerical strength in the
population as a whole (which is tiny), you could say that
Christians are over-represented politically!
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What is so interesting, and perhaps significant, about
JETS is that it does not owe its legal existence to its
character as a Christian institution. Legally, JETS is a
cultural centre alongside a myriad of other cultural
centres and NGOs in the country, Christian and nonChristian.
What does this slightly unusual status of JETS mean in
practice? Firstly, as a cultural centre and not a university,
JETS degrees have to be accredited by Asian, European
and Middle East theological accreditation bodies.
Probably our students prefer it that way.
Secondly, it means that what JETS does is legal and
official. A political body, the Ministry of Culture, is
ultimately responsible for JETS. While they would
not dream of interfering in the daily running of the
place, the fact that they are involved in the ultimate

PLEASE PRAY
Lord we thank you for the unique status of JETS in Jordan as a legally recognised institution despite the
dominant religion in Jordan being Islam. We thank you for the opportunities given to JETS to speak into and
participate in the public sphere in and around Jordan. We ask that you would continue to bless JETS as they work
to make your truth known in Jordan. Amen.

supervision of JETS gives a certain transparency to what
JETS does. Every year there is a meeting of the JETS
general council which consists of representatives of the
five Jordanian evangelical denominations that support
JETS. Also in attendance at the General Council is a
representative from the Ministry of Culture. In a region
where many of the people see a conspiracy behind
every bush, the fact that JETS is a Jordanian institution
under the legal authority of a government ministry is
important. In other words everything is above board.
Thirdly, alongside its core activity of training pastors,
JETS has been given a platform and an opportunity
to contribute to the cultural life of Jordan. There are
a number of ways in which its role as a cultural centre
has played out. A few years ago, when Amman was the
Arab capital of culture, JETS was given an afternoon at

the main cultural centre in the city to present a series
of seminars on the Christian contribution to Arab
culture. This JETS contribution to Amman-Arab Capital
of culture was, of course, reported in the national
press. More recently, JETS invited a Christian member
of the Jordanian parliament to be the lead speaker at
a public half-day conference, held at JETS, on the topic
of countering extremism. JETS has held a number of
other public lectures and conferences. In this way it
is able to demonstrate in a tangible way that it has a
heart for the interests of the Arab World as a whole,
and Jordan in particular. Because of its activities as an
Arab cultural centre, no one can say that it is some kind
of transplanted alien entity out of promote Western
interests.
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26th to 30th NOVEMBER 2018

POLITICAL CHALLENGES AND
THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION IN
COLOMBIA

By Elizabeth Sendek, President, Biblical Seminary of Colombia (BSC), Colombia

Some of the elements that have marked the political
scene in Colombia during recent years include the
significant peace agreement that was signed in
2017 between the Colombian government and the
largest guerrilla group, after more than six decades
of civil war. There has been polarisation between
different approaches to the implementation of this
peace agreement. Alongside this, there has been
the identification of evangelical political groups with
traditional political parties that have a long trajectory
of corruption, a phenomenon that is rampant in
all spheres of society. And finally, in relation to
the evangelical church, a key topic has been the
implementation of legislation regarding religious
freedom in the country.
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Committed to impart theological education that is
relevant to our context, at the Biblical Seminary of
Colombia we are challenged to develop academic
initiatives informed by these political realities of
Colombia. Such initiatives include:

1. Research Project - Integral missiology and
the human flourishing of internally displaced
persons in Colombia.
The civil war and the violence related to drug
trafficking has resulted in more than six million
people forcibly displaced in Colombia in the last two
decades. This project focuses on the humanitarian
crisis of internal displacement in Colombia, applying
spiritual and social-scientific knowledge in order
to stimulate internally displaced persons (IDPs)
to recover a sense of spiritual purpose, leading to
increased self-sufficiency, freedom from poverty and
human flourishing. The big question that orients the
project is: how might a renewed theology of integral
missiology, enriched by empirical socio-scientific
analysis, mobilise local Protestant churches to
encourage the holistic (spiritual, social, psychological,
and economic) human flourishing of Colombian IDPs?

theological schools in the country. We considered
it was important to include others, as a witness of
joint service that models that it is possible to work
together. The diploma course has been offered to
churches in areas deeply affected by violence.
3. Seminars, forums.
To address the scourge of corruption, seminars
entitled Voices Against Corruption have been offered
in different cities around the country. Challenges that
the peace agreement poses for the church have been
addressed in class discussions and forums for the
seminary community. In his blog, Pido la Palabra,
another professor addresses the political situation
of the country from a biblical and theological
perspective.

4. The Biblical Seminary of Colombia, at
the invitation of the national government,
participated in conversations between the
government and the religious sector leading to
the formulation of a national policy of religious
freedom, approved in March of this year. As part
of the implementation of this policy, BSC is the only
theological school member of this National Religious
Sector Think Tank.
These academic initiatives and participation in
the national dialogue on religious freedom are
expressions of three core themes found in BSC’s
strategic plan: peacemaking, integrity vs corruption,
and faith in a pluralistic context.

PLEASE PRAY
Gracious God, thank you that we can have peace with you, through our Lord Jesus Christ, the Prince of
Peace. We thank you for the peace agreement signed in Colombia after such a long time of civil war and for
the public voice you have sovereignly given BSC at this time. May you bless their academic initiatives and
participation in the national dialogue. Grant everyone involved great wisdom, humility and a prayerful
dependence on you as they proclaim your goodness through the gospel in action. Bless the people of
Colombia, and bring many to true peace - peace with you through your Son, the Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.

A renewed integral missiology will support the
Protestant Church in becoming a significantly more
effective agent of integral human flourishing. It is
hard to exaggerate the importance of this test-case,
caused by the crisis of internal displacement. The
incidence of suffering and poverty in the population
of displaced persons is staggering.
2. Diploma course - Living our vocation as
peacemakers.
This diploma course (160 hours) responds to the
requests of pastors and denominations to help
them understand and carry out the church´s
call to peacemaking in the historical moment of
Colombia. This course was designed in cooperation
with the Colombian Bible Society and two other
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